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Data Storage Strutures

Pratie Exerises

13.1 Consider the deletion of reord 5 from the �le of Figure 13.3. Compare the

relative merits of the following tehniques for implementing the deletion:

a. Move reord 6 to the spae oupied by reord 5, and move reord 7 to

the spae oupied by reord 6.

b. Move reord 7 to the spae oupied by reord 5.

. Mark reord 5 as deleted, and move no reords.

13.2 Show the struture of the �le of Figure 13.4 after eah of the following steps:

a. Insert (24556, Turnamian, Finane, 98000).

b. Delete reord 2.

. Insert (34556, Thompson, Musi, 67000).

13.3 Consider the relations setion and takes. Give an example instane of these

two relations, with three setions, eah of whih has �ve students. Give a �le

struture of these relations that uses multitable lustering.

13.4 Consider the bitmap representation of the free-spae map, where for eah

blok in the �le, two bits are maintained in the bitmap. If the blok is between

0 and 30 perent full the bits are 00, between 30 and 60 perent the bits are

01, between 60 and 90 perent the bits are 10, and above 90 perent the bits

are 11. Suh bitmaps an be kept in memory even for quite large �les.

a. Outline two bene�ts and one drawbak to using two bits for a blok,

instead of one byte as desribed earlier in this hapter.

b. Desribe how to keep the bitmap up to date on reord insertions and

deletions.
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. Outline the bene�t of the bitmap tehnique over free lists in searhing

for free spae and in updating free spae information.

13.5 It is important to be able to quikly �nd out if a blok is present in the bu�er,

and if so where in the bu�er it resides. Given that database bu�er sizes are

very large, what (in-memory) data struture would you use for this task?

13.6 Suppose your university has a very large number of takes reords, aumulated

over many years. Explain how table partitioning an be done on the takes rela-

tion, and what bene�ts it ould o�er. Explain also one potential drawbak of

the tehnique.

13.7 Give an example of a relational-algebra expression and a query-proessing strat-

egy in eah of the following situations:

a. MRU is preferable to LRU.

b. LRU is preferable to MRU.

13.8 PostgreSQL normally uses a small bu�er, leaving it to the operating system

bu�er manager to manage the rest of main memory available for �le system

bu�ering. Explain (a) what is the bene�t of this approah, and (b) one key

limitation of this approah.
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